
 

SCRIBE REPORT  

RUN 1901 
Saturday 11th March 2023 

Swollen Colon, B.A. 

Kamala Radio Tower  
 

 

       

   

 Phuket Hashers 84, Virgins 4, Visitors 1, Visiting Hashers 2 

 

The GPS link for Run No. 1902 (25th March) is posted at the end of this report. 

 
The Pre-Run 

This week’s Laager site was near the Kamala Radio Tower and also apparently also goes by the name of 

Kamala View Point but you would have to take somebody’s word as to the accuracy of that description.  

Also finding the actual location was challenging for a few people however any calls for a GPS reference  

were met with derision.  The car park was a circular affair followed by another circle for the actual Circle.  

The Registrars had hidden themselves away in the shade – no wonder they don’t always get their numbers 

right! 

 

The Run and Hares 

Hares this week were Swollen Colon and B.A. The role of Hash Horn went to Substandard  who had big 

shoes to fill however his horning demonstration was second to none.  Joxymoron explained  the Phuket 

Hash specifics for the Virgins and Visiting Hashers.   Swollen Colon  stepped up to explain the run 

details.  Basically there was a Run on multicolour and two short cuts on blue 

paper for walkers and those who wanted to do a shortened run. We were then 

directed to leave the Laager site to the left through the car park and go up the 

hill.  So no surprise there and then go and seek out the multicolour paper.   SC 

also made mention of the elephant camp where some of the elephants were on 

the loose so suggested keeping the noise down if you didn’t want to be 

trampled on. I also took a little advice from Swollen Colon as to the nature of 

the run. He said there was a bit of a climb at the start and then the rest was 

some up and down but nothing too drastic. So I thought the run for me and off 

we set. We did go up the hill a little way but then soon turned left into the 

verdant stuff running along small trails through light woodland.  All very 

pleasant.  We did reach a point where the trail had basically done a ‘U’ turn and 

runners were coming back just to our right.  Ya Ba thought this would be a 

good point to short cut across to the other trail but immediately fell to the ground due to hidden vines etc.  I 

managed to pick her up and we were soon on our way again. More of the same until we eventually broke 

out into the sunlight with a run along hard packed tracks with the sun beating down on us and a bit of a 

climb as well.  We got to the top of the rise and a lot of checking was in progress. Eventually the true trail 

was located and we were back into the jungle again along nice trails, a bit overgrown in places but all good 

going. We eventually arrived back on another sun kissed track where we could see blue paper going off to 

the right and mulicolour going up the hill to our left. So we started making our climb and as we neared the 

top of the first rise could see runners disappearing much further up in the jungle to the left of the track which 



had now taken a turn to the right. We followed  the multicolour in but that soon disappeared so were then 

looking for the paper that the others must have followed. I was also getting a little tired at this point and 

thought it was fairly obvious that we would be going over the top of this hill.  So rather than slog through the 

jungle I decided would go up the track and meet them somewhere on the other side.  However after 

slogging up the track for a while it all seemed a bit too hard for a short cut so I back tracked to the blue 

paper and before I knew it I was back at the Laager site.   Still 50 minutes worth and the FRB’s arrived soon 

after. 

 

The Circle 

GM  started the circle by calling in the Hares and the Hash horn for a drink and thanking them for their time 

and efforts.   

 

Lucky Lek was called in for Annoumen. He was not available so this week’s stand in was Ice Arse who 

was perfect for the job. Totally unintelligible.  First in was Wilma with a cast of thousands (Little Toe, 

Jessica  and Flying Dickhead) who all came in to give details of the Pooying Hash.   Flying Dickhead 

later called in Su Su Nonna so she could hammer home even further the details of the Coconut Island run.    

 

Jaws and Invisible Man were called in 

to list the Virgins of which there were 4  

who were also all available for a dousing. 

Also shown is the Virgin Dousers who all 

got reciprocal treatment at the hands of 

the new Virgins courtesy of Flying 

Dickhead’s Steward Spot. Well done to 

them.  

 

Visiting Hashers  – There were two  

Visiting Hashers – both from Master 

Bates Hash in Canberra, Oz.  DUI and 

Kandoo. 

 

Hash Shirts   Only one T-shirt this week – a Virgin Hare variety for B.A. 

 

Steward Spot -  This week’s Steward spot went to Flying Dickhead  who took us on a journey into the past 

on how the Phuket Hash used to be. First in on this journey was Repressed One who would be the 

Stewards Whipping Boy and take a beer every time the Steward made a mistake.  FD first of all noted that 

in the past Virgins were welcomed with a large beer rather than being given a tiny beer coupled with a 

liberal dousing of ice cold water. He was quite clear which one would have enticed him back for further runs 

with PHHH. He then invited in the new Virgins so they could reciprocate the treatment they had been given 

to the Virgin Dousing team. 

FD’s  next area of comparison was the manner in which instructions were given of how to get to the next 

week’s Hash.  This would be provided on two sheets of A4 paper giving detailed routing instructions plus a 

map of the Laager site location.  Adequate copies would be provided so everyone got a copy (don’t worry 

about saving the planet – probably all done in a sustainable manner).  No GPS’s  in those days – none now 

either – so some things don’t change!! 

Great spot from FD.  I thing RP enjoyed it too!!! 

 

Run Offences etc   

Run offences this week covered such aspects as ice fetish, wrecking  of Ex Pat bar by iron Pussy, super 

fast haircut, cheating, cheating twice, short cutting into a tree, beer truck location saga (still going on),  big 



excavator (now you see it, now you don’t), premature removal of Lady Hasher T-shirt, story telling that never 

stops, inaccurate registrationing,  tripper uppers, elephant scaring, poor car key security whilst racing, 

competing for 4th position, suspect pink paper laying, French Arab impersonation, tardy Runmaster 

updating. 

 

Promoters were Swollen Colon,, Ice Arse,  Manekin Pis, Invisible Man, Fungus, Little Toe, Wilma, Not 

Long Enough, BA, Sweaty Bollox, Jaws, Up The Back, GM etc.  

Offensive ones were Wilma, NLE, Mannekin Pis, Repressed One, IM, Cock Taste Pussy, Rusty Hook, 

Fungus, Joxymoron,  Not Long Enough, Ice Arse, GM, Up The Back, 500 Baht, Jaws, Invisible Man, 

Substandard, Swollen Colon  etc. etc. 

 

Joxy Moron led the proceedings for the Hashit which again took some time to get going due to extensive  

verses of ‘the hairs on her dickey-di-do’. When finally called to order Joxy explained hew was out of running 

and walking at the moment but no matter voting for the run was for the assembled mob to decide. He did 

say however that it was not necessary to give the Hashit each week unless your name happened to be 

Fungus.   He then offered the run for a vote which got a resounding Good Run, Good Run with no 

dissenters.  I was then pleased to have the Hashit removed from my neck. 

 

The GM then declared the circle closed. 

 

On On! 

Sweaty Bollox 

The Official Hash Scribe 

 www.phuket-hhh.com 

 

 PS It is now four three weeks before I depart for the summer – Bobagob will resume Scribe Duties 

thereafter 

 

PPS In case anybody is wondering Run 1902 will be held at this location: 

https://goo.gl/maps/16ScSp4RZ38QXGmRA 

Hopefully instructions will be posted on the Hash Web Site very soon!!. 

 

 

http://www.phuket-hhh.com/
https://goo.gl/maps/16ScSp4RZ38QXGmRA

